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for the newcomer to tenTESLTER

why pattern practice
BY WILLIAM D CONWAYCONHAY THE CHURCH COLLEGE OF HAWAII

A newcomer to the discipline of age talking about language is not
teaching english as a second lan-
guage

knowing it the linguist the gram-
marianis often temporarily over-

whelmed
the critic talk about the langu-

ageby the terminology and asso-
ciated

the student must learn to use itmethodology pattern prac to know the language is to use its
tice pt a cornerstone of the audio patterns of construction with appro-

priatelingual method is a common term vocabulary at normal speed
encountered in any first reading of for communication understanding
text books dealing with english as a or verbalizing a pattern may help
second language the student to learn but will neverto underseeundersteundunderstanderste nd what pattern practice take the place of practicing the pat-

ternsis and why it is emphasized in sec-
ond

through analogy variation and
language teaching it is neces-

sary
the transformation to establish them

to examine several basic as habits p51
premises of the audio lingual method batternpattern brecPrecpracticecicetice definedperhaps even the term audio lin
gual is new to many people one pattern practice is one of the key
of the most basic concepts involved approaches to the development of
in this approach and in pattern prac-
tice

language habits in the language learn-
eris the idea that listening and pattern practice according

speaking should be taught first then to mary finocchiaro in english as a
reading and writing oral language second language from theory to
should be taught first because it is practice 1964 is the use of drills
the primary basis of communication and activities in which the patterns
the name audio lingual is derived of a language are learned to the point
from this emphasis on oral language where students can repeat alter or
the primacy of spoken language may respond to them habitually and flu-

entlybe demonstrated by the fact that p 134 nelson brooks in
everyone can speak a language but language and language learni-

ngnot all people can write one cert-
ainly

1964 says of pattern practice
all learn to speak before we it is exercise in structural

learn to write closely related to the dexterity undertaken solely for the
91 oral first injunction is another sake of practice in order that per-

formancebasic premise which states that langu-
age

formance may become habitual and
learning is nnotot concerned with automatic as it must be when the

problem solving grammatical ana-
lysis

mind concentrates on the message
and memorizing of language rather than on the phenomena that

rules as in traditional language teach-
ing

convey it p 146 examination of
but with the formation of habits other common methodology books in

the special emphasis of the audio the subject area will reveal consid
lingual approach and some aspects erable agreement with the three state-

mentsof the dichotomy that exists between quoted
it and traditional language teaching key points related to the definitionhave been stated rather succinctly of pattern practice might be listedby robert lado in language teaching followsas1964 knowing words individual
sentences andor rules of grammar
does not constitute knowing the langu continued on page 10
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pattern practice develops habitsbabits

continued from page 7 pattern practice previously given
let us study the following simplepattern practice example of a substitution exercise

1 is entirely oral
2 is a closely controlled sub-

stitution
note that the basic sentence patternstitution of elements within remains the same but the word insentences the slot changes the student is real-

ly3 is designed to develop habits dopracticing a question struc-
tureon an unconscious level to while his attention is focusedbe automatic on the slot

4 is often designed to draw the teacher dostudents active attention
away from the structural do you see the truck
point being mastered

pattern practice has taken many train
forms as teachers have sought to add do you see the train
variety interest and flexibility to the
activity some common forms are re ship
petition replacement completion do you see the ship
transposition expansion and trans-
formation

Ccueue by teacher response by the
classjust to mention a few

to further clarify the definitions of teacher bell
did he hear the bell
ship
did he hear the ship
car
did he hear the car

dog
did he hear the dog

many words might be expended on
this and other types of pattern prac
tice and how to use them effectively
this is not however the purpose of
this paper

once one has accepted habit forma-
tion through pattern practice rather
than language analysis as a proper
activity for a beginning english
classroom the possibilities of the
method can be suggested rather
easily A class may produce 202520 25
sentences per minute following cues
supplied by the teacher this
represents 100012501000 1250 recitations in a
50 minute period in a grammar
translation class by comparison
a student on an individual basismigbtbasis might
recite one time in a minute pro-
ducing 50 recitations in a 50 minute
period

traditional grammar rules if lin-
guisticallyguistically sound are still given to
the student learning english as a sec
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however in the initial
stages when aural oral skills are em-
phasizedpha sized rules are mentioned
generally only after a student has
had sustained practice in using the
structure the rule refers to even
then rules receive relatively little of
the time devoted to language teach-
ing

if oral language is primary and
necessarily must be learned before

andreading writing then some eco-
nomical method of developing the
necessary habits must be used in
the audio lingual approach this ist 9.9 pattern practice
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anguage. owever In t e Inltla
stages when aural-oral skills are em
phasized, rules are mentioned,
generally, only after a student has
had sustained practice in using the
structure the rule refers to; even
then, rules receive relatively little of
the time devoted to language teach
ing.

If oral language is primary and
necessarily must be learned before
reading and writing, then some eco
nomical method of developing' the
necessary habits must be used.. In
the audio-lingual approach, this is
"pattern practice/'
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